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Introduction

Tati—a woman aged over thirty—is still single, not because she does not have a boyfriend, but because her boyfriend is a non-Bugis [Bug.: *tennia Ugie*] and a non-Muslim [*tennia Sealeng*].[1] Even though Tati has tried to convince her parents that her non-Muslim boyfriend intends to convert to Islam, they believe that her boyfriend wants to convert to Islam not because he wants to be a Muslim, but just because he wants to marry her. The consequence if Tati were determined to marry him is that her parents will throw her out [Ind.: *dibuang*]. Tati does not dare to marry him without her parents' consent.[2]

Faisal's girlfriend—Nani—was a Christian woman. Three years before they got married, Nani converted to Islam with the consent of her family. Although each family has its own opinion about religious conversion, they did not oppose each other. According to Nani's family, as long as she becomes a convert wholeheartedly, she can choose whatever religion she believes in. Faisal's family is not bothered, providing Nani converts to Islam before getting married. Despite the fact that Nani is not a Bugis, she is a nice friendly [Bug.: *sombéré*] woman.[3]

1. Risna—a friend of mine—made the above comments one afternoon when we were sitting in a café discussing my research project after a stressful moment attending a court hearing in the Religious Court in Makassar, South Sulawesi. She mentioned a number of problems related to marriage experienced by her friends, such as choosing a marriage partner, relations with in-laws, and marriageability, which inspired me to examine a number of related aspects in my fieldwork.

2. In this paper, I examine Bugis marriage with a focus on how marriage is defined, what standards are used to choose a marriage partner, when to get married, and what happens if one is not married at a certain age. I will begin to unpack the Bugis notion of marriage in order to understand how marriage is perceived according to Bugis *adat* and Islam. The importance of looking at *adat* and Islam together stems from the fact that Bugis *adat* is strongly influenced by Islam. Secondly, I explore the standards of marriage in terms of the selection of the marriage partner. Finally, I consider the timing of marriage, marriage of minors and the social stigma related to marriageability. The central argument in this paper is that Bugis notions of marriage should be understood in terms of local custom [Ind.: *adat*] and religious values that act both to legitimate and to reproduce the accepted order of social relations.

3. The data supporting this argument were collected during my ethnographic fieldwork in South Sulawesi between 1999 and 2000. I worked in Makassar, the capital city of South Sulawesi, and in Sidrap regency; these two sites represent urban and rural settings respectively. Triangulation was employed for data collection. Case studies were constructed using in-depth interviews, participant observation, and focus group discussions [FGD].

Understanding Bugis notions of marriage: between *adat* and Islam

4. The Bugis term for married couple [*sikalaibiné*] combines the nouns *lai*, meaning man, and *bainé*, meaning woman, and thus carries the connotation of the combination of the husband and wife to form a conjugal pair, indicating the social relationship between the couple. Furthermore, marriage is articulated in terms of kinship [Bug.: *asseajingeng*], derived from the word *seajing* which means family or kin.[4] Kinship for the Bugis is, as Acciaioli explains, ‘a totalistic set of relations.’[5]

5. Drawing on alliance theory, Leach divided marriage into two types. One type is marriage that originates from the notion of two persons acting as private individuals, and the other is a systematically organised affair which forms part of a series of contractual arrangements between two social groups.[6] In Javanese culture, the former type encompasses a marriage which is an 'establishment of a new autonomous household.'[7] By contrast, marriage in Bugis culture involves the joining of two families into one, whether or not the 'actors' belong to the same kin group. This point of view is implied in the Bugis term for marriage [*siala*] which can be translated as 'to take each other.'[8] This implies that there is an act of exchange in which the groom's side takes the bride's, and vice versa, in order to form a new social alliance which plays an important role in kinship [*asseajingeng*].[9]

6. Because the majority of the Bugis profess Islam, their everyday life is inseparable from religious beliefs and practice. For the Bugis, marriage is an act of following the actions of the Prophet [Ar.: *Sunnah Rasul*]; one is not a Prophet follower [Bug.: *tennia umma'ha nabbita*] if one does not get married. Marriage is also regarded

---
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as a benevolent and purified act that establishes the rights and duties for both husband and wife, and protects any children born from the marriage. But, under this system what does marriage actually mean for men and women?

7. When asking this question of my informants—young unmarried men and women, as well as older people in Kulo, a village in Sidrap where I stayed during my fieldwork—the answer was related to the central motive for marriage, that is, for procreation.[10] Such response is associated with the following lontara’ entitled Fikhi/Nikah,[11] 'Marriage Principles,' which quotes the utterance of Prophet Muhammad:

\[
\text{[G]et married and have children, have many children because it will become an indication that I will have lots of followers in the judgment day. [A]bnabne, menngang abbyja tokko, pega to menngang wjammmu karana majepu'na ia upasitrra foppoosengngi riko menngang rimegana unma'ku' nesso kiame'.}[12]
\]

The passage implies the appeal of marriage and having (many) children. However, in contemporary Bugis society the common Indonesian philosophy that ‘many children, much fortune’ [Ind.: banyak anak, banyak rezeki] is no longer in effect, at least for the Bugis in Kulo. They tend to have fewer children than in the past. The slow process of the transformation from a traditional familial, peasant mode of production to a wage-labour mode of production in Sidrap has been concurrent with a decline in fertility.[13] This can be seen from the continuing decrease in the birth rate.[14]

8. Despite the fact that both men and women expressed the importance of what van Gennep called the third cycle of the rite of passage, the transition from social puberty to adulthood[15] and of having children, there are differences between what marriage means for men and women, as can be seen in the divergent views of the purpose of marriage according to sex.

9. For women, the significance of marriage is connected to the notion of marriageability and ‘saleability.’ For example, an unmarried woman is regarded as an unsaleable maiden [Bug.: makkunrai de’na tarala], or maiden who is left by the market [makkunrai newelai pasa] and is called an old maid [makkunrai lado], at the age of thirty-five. Another specific motivation for women to get married is economic. As women commonly said: ‘There is someone who looks for money for me’ [Engka sapparekki dui], thus making explicit the husband's role as breadwinner but also implying the significance of women as money managers in the household. My female informants never vocalised the importance of marriage in relation to sexual needs, potentially because they were reluctant to express their opinion about sex and afraid of being labelled a flirtatious woman [Bug.: makkunrai mangngure],[16] By contrast, men expressed the view that marriage fulfilled sexual needs, articulated as ‘biological’ [Ind.: untuk memenuhi kebutuhan biologis], as sex outside marriage is forbidden.

10. While a woman who remains unmarried is labelled as unsaleable, a man who remains unwed is suspected of having something wrong with him, a suspicion that is related to his sexuality: his penis does not ‘turn on’ [de’na tettong lasona]. This phrase suggests that he is sexually impotent like a man who is suspected of having a penis but dënna tettong lasona who may be considered a calabai [cross-gender]. Thus, while the marital status of a man is related to his sexual potency, the marriageability of a woman is connected to her sexual purity and commodified value. Even though males and females are prohibited from engaging in premarital sex, the stigma for females who break this prohibition is greater than for males. This embodies a sexual double standard in regard to female sexuality.

11. The unmarried female status is described by the metaphor of a fruit.[17] While a ripe fruit [Ind.: buah ranum] is tasty and has high value, an overly ripe fruit [buah yang terlalu masak, Bug.: bua makelles] is tasteless and cheap, and is expressed in Bugis, as withered [makellé’n]. The same image is applied to women. Fruit peddlers in the traditional markets usually place ripe fruit in a separate basket from overly ripe fruit to distinguish their quality and price. If one tries to bargain for the ripe fruit, the peddler will respond: ‘It's ripe, that's why it's more expensive than the other,’ pointing his/her finger to the overly ripe fruit. Similarly, when a woman is considered ‘over ripe’, public opinion holds that her family should not demand a high bridewealth. The most important issue is that she be married. An ‘over ripe’ woman is considered to be less fertile than a ‘ripe’ woman, and therefore of less ‘value’.

12. Marriage according to Islam is a physical-emotional contract [Ind.: ikatan lahir bathin] between a man and a woman in order to form a happy and everlasting family.[18] This indicates that marriage is not only to unite husband and wife, as ‘two in one,’ but it also reflects that there is a religious dimension [ibadah].[19] Mas’udi, an Islamic scholar, supports the principle that marriage is aqad al-ibadah, which means it legalises sexual relationships, which are prohibited prior to marriage, thus arguing against the view that marriage is aqad tamlik [Ar.: property contract].[20] Furthermore, marriage ideally creates a harmonious [sakinah], safe [mawaddah] and merciful [rahmah] family, as stated in the KHI (Kompilasi Hukum Islam) [Ind.: Compilation of Islamic Law].[21] In other religions, such as Christianity, the sacrament of marriage is considered to join the bride and groom and is ritually performed by a priest or minister. In Islam, marriage is considered a sacred 'legal contract' between the ritual guardian of the bride in the paternal line, called wali, and the groom through a legalisation process termed nikah.[22] The concept of marriage in Islam itself is associated with the dichotomous concepts of halal [permitted] and haram [forbidden]. Because sex outside of marriage is forbidden, marriage is the only way to legalise sexual activities between a man and a woman. Therefore, one should marry to legalise the sexual relationship. Otherwise, sexual intercourse will be considered as
connection between evil and sexual congress drawn in this verse is similar to the notion of deviant behaviour [Bug.: malaweng pangkaukeng] evoked by my informants to refer to any sexual relationship between a woman and a man who are not married to one another. Indeed, Hamka, one of Indonesia's most influential Muslim scholars, in his book Tafsir Al-Azhar, Juz XV, relates the above verse to a Hadith which states that if a woman and a man sit side by side, it is considered as if there is a third party between the two, an evil.[25] In such an atmosphere, it is assumed that the evil may control their behaviour. Similarly, a Bugis aphorism [paseng] states:

The message of elders to their children and grandchildren: a man and a woman should avoid being alone together because being alone together they may easily be tempted by an evil.

13. Being alone together [Bug.: assipa'dua-duangngé, derived from dua [two] is always considered to be three-in-one [a man, a woman, and an evil], instead of exclusively two persons, a man and a woman; and sexual desire is assumed to be human nature. Given this belief, men and women should avoid being in close proximity without someone else accompanying them in order to prevent sexual contact outside of marriage. This is not to imply that the prohibition is due to a lack of trust of one person in another, but as Qardhawi argues, it aims to prevent both sexes from engaging in prohibited behaviour.[27] This prohibition is not only related to the thought that the boundary between haram and halal is very thin, but also to the value of virginity for women. Hamka, in this sense, tries to suggest a way to prevent behaviour which may lead to sexual conduct between the sexes outside marriage and the resulting risks (for example, extramarital pregnancy). In order to avoid this, one needs to marry (see below, Timing of Marriage). But for the Bugis, marrying is not as simple as ‘turning over the palm of the hand’ [Ind.: membalikkan telapak tangan], which indicates that marriage is not an easy affair. There are a number of aspects that have to be considered, one of which is selecting the marriage partner.

Marriage partner: between the ideal and the pragmatic

14. For the Bugis, there are standards applied in the selection of a marriage partner—religion, kinship, status, and personal qualities—and for this reason selection of a partner is a matter which cannot be left to the young Bugis alone.[28] Each of these standards is examined below.

Religion

15. The foremost standard in the selection of marriage partner is that the prospective partners have to be Muslim, whether or not they are originally from another religion. In Indonesia, there are different opinions on whether or not marriage with a convert is allowed. Some consider that no matter what the prior religion of the convert, marriage is prohibited. Others consider that as long as the non-Muslim converts to Islam, marriage is permissible.[29]

16. The prohibition of marriage between two persons of different religions is based on a verse in the Qur'an as follows:

Do not marry unbelieving women until they believe: a slave woman who believes is better than an unbelieving woman even though she attracts you. Nor marry (young women) to unbelievers until they believe: a man slave who believes is better than an unbeliever even though he attracts you. Unbelievers do (but) beckon you to the fire. But Allah beckons by His Grace to the garden (of bliss) and forgiveness, and makes His Signs clear to mankind: that they may receive admonition.[30]

17. In addition, the Qur'an states that a Muslim man may marry a non-Muslim woman who is a follower of the Book [Ar.: Ahlul Kitab, e.g. the Bible].[31] Another verse states that your religion is yours and my religion is mine.[32] Based on these three verses, Siddik, an Indonesian Muslim scholar, argues that the first verse means that men and women are prohibited from marrying non-Muslims, the second verse means that only men can marry non-Muslims who are Ahlul Kitab, that is, either Christians or Jews, because Islam and these other two religions are descended from the Prophet Ibrahim's family. Further, the third verse means that each person has the right to stay in her/his own religion.[33] Siddik's argument that women may not marry non-Muslims is based on the notion that women are 'weak' [Ind.: lemah], and may be persuaded to convert to their husband's religion [Ar.: murtad]. Thus, Siddik makes an exception and allows a Muslim man to marry a non-Muslim woman. His argument is simply following a system of religious classification. As Mary Douglas points out in her book Purity and Danger, such classifications are arbitrary in themselves, are not logical, and are culturally determined.[34] In the case under discussion there seems to be some confusion about the justification for the flexibility for men, for example, because Jews and Christians are followers of the Book or descendants of the Prophet's family, while the prohibition for women is on the basis of her stereotyped character, as if a husband cannot be influenced by his wife to change his religion.
18. In Kulo, marriages between Muslims and non-Muslims were largely unknown as the area is predominantly Islamic.[35] Such marriages are common, however, amongst the heterogeneous population in Makassar. Despite the above stereotypical determination of women's character, it was argued that if a woman sustains her choice to marry a non-Muslim, her non-Muslim partner must become a Muslim before marriage to prevent the woman changing her religion. Thus, there is a ‘bargain’ here that no matter what religion and sex the non-Muslim, inter-religious marriage is acceptable provided the non-Muslim partner converts to Islam.

**Kinship**

19. In addition to religion mentioned above, kinship is another aspect to be considered when selecting a marriage partner. Bugis descent is traced bilaterally. That is kinship can be determined by both sides, from the mother as well as from the father, and both spouses retain their natal group membership after marriage.[36]

20. Marriage within existing kinship networks is regarded as ideal. The most desirable arrangement is marriage between cousins, either parallel or cross cousins.[37] Mattulada identifies three types of ideal kin-based marriages in Bugis: appropriate matrimony [assialang marola], that is, marriage between first cousins [sapposiseng]; coherent matrimony [assialanna mémeng], that is, marriage between second cousins [sappokkadua]; and marriage that brings close one who is far [tipaddepé’ mabélæ], that is, marriage between sappokkatellu [third cousins].[38] Although marriage with outsiders [to laing] is becoming more common in contemporary Bugis society, I found during my fieldwork that marriage within kin groups still persists.

21. In the past, marriage between second or third cousins was most favoured by lower-ranking Bugis, while the high-ranking nobility ideally practise marriage between first cousins. This practice was accepted by the nobility, following the *La Galigo* heroes.[39] Such ideal wedlock is implied in the Bugis classic literature of *La Galigo*. In one episode of *La Galigo*, *Ritumpanna Wélenrénngé*, for example, it is suggested that an endogamous marriage between Bugis of similar status is regarded as a ‘good match’ as is marriage between cousins [Bug.: *mallaibiné massappo siseng*]. This can be seen in the marriage between Sawérigading and his first cousin Wé Cudaí; and between Remmangriangi and his first cousin Wé Tenniabéng. The marriage between Batara Guru and Wé Nyllé’ Timo—who is the daughter of Batara Guru's mother's brother—demonstrates a perfect marriage, that is, a marriage between cross cousins of similar status.[40] This preference is connected to the Bugis notions of ‘proper’ [sekapu] as opposed to ‘improper’ [tessekapu] which can be seen in terms of genealogical relation [Ind.: *hubungan darah*] and hypergamy (see below).[41]

22. *Tessikapu* marriage—which refers to, for example, the incestuous marriage of siblings—is prohibited, and it is believed that such a marriage will ruin the life of the whole community. This is also well illustrated in the manuscript edition of *Ritumpanna Wélenrénngé*, for example, in the love affair between Wé Tenrirawé and her twin brother Pallawagua;[42] and the conflict which resulted from the request of Sawérigading to marry his twin sister, Wé Tenniabéng.[43] In contemporary Bugis society, the consequence of an incestuous relationship is to be killed,[44] or thrown out [Ind.: *dibuang*] by the family because it is regarded as a shameful act.

23. There are different perspectives among the Bugis from different classes. For example, the tendency for nobles [Bug.: *arung*] to marry within the family (between cousins) is not only understood to protect the property of the family, but also to preserve their nobility through status matching. For commoners, especially those in villages, marriage within a kinship network is mainly undertaken because the prospective in-laws are already known by all concerned.[45] In addition, there are also contrasting opinions between elders and youth regarding marriage within kinship networks or with outsiders [to laing]. On the one hand, Bugis elders usually give advice to youth that ‘It is better if you marry within your family, if you marry with an outsider, she/he will behave like an outsider’ [Makessimmutoitu ko padaid’ki’ siala, nakko to laing, to laing mutotu sipa’na]. Therefore, marriage with to laing should be more carefully investigated than marriage within the family because elders are afraid that an outsider will continue to behave like an outsider [massipa’ to laing] even within the family. *Massipa* to laing carries the sense that someone does not behave as a part of a family, which goes against the notion of *siala*. On the other hand, the younger generation consider that marriage outside the kindred will extend kinship networks. As they said: ‘We would have a new branch of family.’ Such marriages are also thought to prevent clashes between the two families when the couple is in conflict, given the fact that conflict between husband and wife may involve the family of both sides. In addition, marriage within the kinship network is viewed as marriage between siblings, as youth expressed in a focus group discussion. For example, I quote a young woman who said: ‘I cannot imagine marrying a man who is, for example, my cousin or my close relative because I would feel as if I were marrying my brother.’

24. For the Bugis, marriage to someone from outside of the kinship circle can aim ‘to make a non-kin into kin.[46] This portrays the ambivalence of Bugis preferences in marriage partner selection. While endogamous marriages aim to prevent the ‘other’ infiltrating the family, exogamous marriages are expected to make ‘others’ into family members.

25. However, to restrict the tendency to marry with to laing, elders allow that: ‘One may marry an outsider, as long as she/he is Bugis’ [namu to laing napubainè asaïa] Ugi’ mua]. This advice is directed to both men and women, and indicates the preference for marriage within the ethnic group in order to maintain the notion of
siala. Thus, a young man/woman who intends to marry a non-Bugis has to make sure that his/her prospective wife/husband understands the philosophy of Bugis marriage (see below).

26. Errington argues that the tendency for endogamous marriages among noble Bugis aims to concentrate spiritual potency and to consolidate the family.[47] This may not be possible if one marries with to faing, as a new branch is formed; the family becomes scattered and the centre becomes unclear. Nevertheless, marriage with to faing can be politically advantageous.[48] For example, Acciaioli illustrates the ‘third tip’ based on the Bugis philosophy of tellu cappa’ [Bug.: three tips], as a strategy to integrate themselves with a new community. He writes that:

The three tips [tellu cappa'] encompass the tongue, the knife blade, and the penis. If a Bugis cannot integrate himself with the local leaders by diplomatic consultation (by the tip of his tongue), he may have to resort to armed battle (by the tip of his knife blade). But, best of all, he will be able truly to integrate himself in the new community by marrying one (or more) of the local women (by the tip of his penis).[49]

27. Thus, exogamous marriage is beneficial for a man’s social security and status in the community. In line with this idea, Abidin argues that ‘only when you are adopted by a leader do you have four sides’ [sulapa’ eppa’],—a phrase that articulates a Bugis concept of perfection (see below). The best way to achieve the sulapa’ eppa’ is to marry the daughter of the influential leader of the community, and this, at the same time, means that the groom becomes a member of the family of the influential community leader.

28. Since marriage in Bugis society links not only husband and wife, but also ties the families of both sides[50] as it is reflected in the term of siala—the bride has to accept the family of her husband as her own family, and vice versa. The following expression is frequently uttered by elders to young Bugis:

If you are looking for a prospective wife, find someone who also likes your family, because for the Bugis when one gets married, the families of both sides also ‘get married’. Nakko sappa’ko bainé, ia méloné to ri seajimmu, nasaba’ idit’u to ugí’-é nakko bottikki, bottittoi tu seajingngé.

29. In spite of the fact that this expression seems to be directed to men in its everyday usage, it refers to a man looking for a wife. The sentence, however, applies to both men and women. It would be possible to utter the directive 'look for a husband' [Bug.: sappalakkai] to a woman, but it would have a negative connotation since women should wait for a man to 'look for her' [sappa’ bainé]. The implied meaning of siala is reflected in the phrase ‘bottittoi tu seajingngé’ [the family of both sides also gets married], mentioned above.

Status

30. In Indonesian society, marital status is considered to be a fundamental aspect of a person's social status.[52] For the Bugis, marriage is an arena that indicates social location [that is onro’]; the status of the bride and the groom can be the same, or unequal, but it is more usual for women to marry up.[53] An individual's social status is determined by affiliation, which can be from birth, marriage or allignment.[54]

31. The Bugis hierarchical marriage system is associated with the woman’s function as the symbol of family sirí’ [honour] and as the preserver of the purity of ‘blood.’ A woman determines or stabilises the degree of nobility of her family.[55] Many noble women get married at an advanced age or even become old maids as a consequence of their noble status.[56] In his study of the Makassarese in Bontoramba, Chatob describes a woman as a ladder in relation to hypergamous marriage. If a woman is allowed to marry down, the ladder becomes slippery.[57] Thus, it is better for a woman to stay unmarried than to marry down.

32. In the Bugis kingdom of Luwu, where Errington conducted her study, rank is based on three divisions, from the highest to the lowest: ‘better’ people [To Malebbi’], ‘regular’ people [ To Sama’], and slaves [Ata ].[58] Despite the fact that a woman of to sama’ should also marry up, her status is determined according to her personal qualities or her parents’ social status. In the past, the bridewealth of a daughter could not be lower than that of her mother, which indicates that her status may not be lower than her mother’s status.[59] Therefore, it is apparent that to sama may enhance the status of the bride or the groom by ‘receiving’ or ‘giving’ high bridewealth.[60] I will describe the marriage of my host's son as an instance of exogamous marriage and its relationship to social status, that is, onro, as well as personal qualities. The onro of the girl’s family was slightly ‘higher’, indicated by her father’s job as a saudagar ikan [Ind.: large-scale fish merchant] in Pinrang (a neighbouring regency) and his hajj status, compared to Pak Bakri’s job as a primary school teacher. The bride (Mina) had graduated from high school, while the groom (Aco) graduated from the state university in Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi. I was told that the ‘spending money’ [Bug.: du’i ménréj] was quite high (Rp.10.000.000, equal to $AU2,000 at current currency for the status of to sama’) in the village in 2000. Therefore, their onro was reckoned comparable on both sides by taking into account all these factors. However, considering that both families are to sama’, no one worried too much about the details of this marriage.

33. But Pak Bakri thought that the high ‘spending money’ would be recompensed with ‘something’ else in the future, as he told me one afternoon. For example, I often heard Ibu Darma, Pak Bakri’s wife, mention how proud she was because her son had married a daughter of a saudagar ikan and a hajj. She identified herself and her family as becoming part of the social status of her in-laws, maccóé-coé’ki ri aji [be the follower of
the hajj). In addition, the father of the bride promised to find a job for the groom’s younger brother, Farhan. But the promise has never been fulfilled, until the groom’s younger brother decided to go to West Papua to find a job, following his older sister.

**Personal Qualities**

34. Another standard for an ideal partner is the personal qualities of the individual concerned. This standard is usually mentioned by Bugis elders, and is stated in *Lontara’ Fikhi/Nikah,*[62] which is in fact based on a Hadith (Sahih Muslim), as follows:

- A woman is selected as a spouse because of four characteristics: being rich, beautiful, good descent, and being religious. But, the most important characteristic is piety.

35. Having all these four qualities [*sugi*, *makessi-*kesing, *mappasiabatireng* and *pagama*], a woman is regarded as a ‘perfect woman’ having the four qualities of *sulapa’ eppa*. Each element has to support the other elements as a system. However, no one is perfect. In theory, being pious is considered to be the most important characteristic because it is believed that a religious woman can control her behaviour. Elders commented that ‘if one is pious, one also has a good attitude’ [Bug.: *ko pagamai tu taué, makessittoi tu ampé-ampéna*], though in reality this is not always the case. It is nevertheless considered that the quality of being pious may lead someone to behave properly, to have an inner beauty and to be rich. Therefore, being pious may cover the other qualities. ‘Rich,’ in this sense, is not necessarily connected with material wealth, but may also mean that she is *sombéré’* [friendly, rich in smiles] not only to her husband, but also to others, particularly members of the family. I frequently heard the Bugis say: ‘his wife is friendly’ [masombéré’ *bainéna*] which means that she can get on with everybody. This is associated with a woman’s informal behaviour, which has a great importance in Bugis *asseajingeng*. Members of the husband’s family are reluctant to visit if the wife is not friendly [*sombéré’*], behaves as an outsider [*massipa’ to laing*] and treats them as if they are not part of her family.

36. The husband is not expected to show his friendliness [*sombéré’*] overtly—as his wife does. This is connected to the formality of a man’s behaviour and to the maintenance of his social location.[64] Hence, husband-formal and wife-informal mirror the dichotomisation of male and female interaction with others after marriage. This complementarity is not just about their interaction within the family or with others, but is also associated with spiritual potency to protect their social location. Thus, appropriate men’s and women’s behaviour is different in different social situations.[65]

37. In a similar way, the testament [Bug.: *wasiat*] detailing the characteristics of an ideal wife in *Lontara’ Fikhi/Nikah* is not synonymous with the account of characteristics for an ideal husband. A lontara*’* states that a good leader is one who has the qualities of four sides [*sulapa’ eppa*], consisting of bravery [*warani*], cleverness [*macca*], wealth [*sugi*] and leadership [*panrita*].[66] Though these characteristics do not specifically refer to the values of an ideal husband, they may be used to indicate a ‘good’ man, and it is usually assumed that leaders are men.

38. In theory—as in Bugis manuscripts—a man is expected to be brave [*warani*], so he can be the protector of his family, or family *siri’;* he is clever [*macca*], so he can be the role model; he is wealthy [*sugi*], so he can maintain his family; and he is a religious leader [*panrita*], so he can guide his family. Possessing all these characteristics [to warani, to macca, to sugi’] and [to panrita] indicates that a man has [*sulapa’ eppa’*]; he is a ‘perfect man.’ Pelras suggests that the possession of these four qualities can be ‘equated with nobility,’ especially if one intends to marry a high-ranking woman.[67] The most important characteristic is *panrita*. While *pagama* refers to an individual’s piety, *panrita* signifies one’s proficiency as a religious leader [Ind.: *ulama*].

39. In general, Mattulada indicates that the ideal Bugis personality should be clever [*acca*], honest [*tempu*], firm [*getteng*], and brave [*warani*] in order to maintain the principle of mutual respect [*sipakatau*] in which attitudes are controlled by honour [*siri’*] and social solidarity [*pessé*].[68] Mattulada expresses these characteristics as follows:

- Persons respect one another, share one *siri’* and maintain *pessé*, and behave in a manner befitting a Bugis: they are clever and honest, brave and firm, and surrender to Allah.

- Tau *si-pakatau’, masseddé *siri’, mappattotong *pessé* ri-ikkeng sempugi’sempullolota’; To-*acca* na *Malempu’, *Warani* na *Magetteng!* *Mappasanré’ ri élo-Ulléna* *Alla*[†*taala*].[69]

40. This saying illustrates that the ideal personality of Bugis sociality [Bug.: *sempugi sempullolota*], Ind.: *sesama orang Bugis* is based on the concept of mutual respect [Bug.: *sipakatau*], honour [*siri’*] and social solidarity [*pessé*], through which an individual is united with others through customary etiquette [*pangngadereng*]. Significantly, Mattulada mentions the rhombus square *sulapa’ eppa*’*wolasuji* based on a mythical belief of Bugis-Makassarese associated with the shape of the written script [consonant sa],[70] This shape symbolises the square of the human body [*sulapa’ eppa’ na taué*], which carries the sense of the wholeness of the human body. Top and bottom are the head and the feet; right and left are hands, signifying the perfect
41. In practice, in addition to the attribute of being a Muslim as the main requirement for a prospective marriage partner, Bugis people stress that the ideal prospective husband should have the ability to ‘surround the kitchen seven times’ [matutulilng dapureng wékka pétu]. The kitchen symbolises household affairs, and seven times represents the days in a week, imposing on him the financial responsibility for his own family, as a good provider [nalaaooni aléna]. A prospective wife, on the other hand, should be able to face her husband [moloi lakkaainna]. The meaning of moloi is related to the ability to fulfill the emotional and physical needs of the husband, which encompasses the need for a sexual partner and a household manager.[73] Each of them is expected to cope with the family of both sides, socially and economically whenever it is needed and is possible.

42. A girl is expected to learn the skills of household management from her mother during her maidenhood. On account of this, uxoriocal residence has become the preference of newlyweds. However, I have never heard of anyone getting divorced because of the failure to satisfy the emotional needs of her husband, and this is not listed as a reason for divorce in the list of cases provided by the Religious Court in Sidrap.[74] Yet, divorce because of conflict with the in-laws is very common, and is classified as ‘disharmony.’

43. I attended a number of weddings in Sidrap as well as in Makassar and noted that the typical advice that is conveyed is that the husband is ‘the head of the family’ and the wife is ‘the mother of the household,’ as stated in the 1974 Marriage Law.[75] In addition to this, the ability of the husband to ‘surround the kitchen seven times’ [Bug.: matutulilng dapureng wékka pétu] and the ability of the wife to serve the husband [moloi lakkaainna] were also usually pronounced during the speech of marital advice [Ind.: nasihat perkawinan] that was offered after the marriage contract [Ar.: akad nikah].[76]

44. In a focus group discussion in Kulo, I explored the perceptions of youth relating to the nature of the ideal wife and the ideal husband. Male youth were quick to reply that an ideal wife is the one who bows down to her husband [Bug.: tunru é nilakkaainna], which means they expect to have an obedient wife. My male unmarried informants expected to have a full time housewife who could concentrate on her domestic responsibilities. Why? A ‘working-wife,’ according to the group members in this focus group, was assumed to be too demanding [maagga elo'na] because she has more friends and has been more influenced by the outside world. However, their answers seemed to be ambivalent, as they also said: ‘It is also good to have a working wife because she will have her own income, and it is all right as long as she does not neglect her domestic duties.’

45. The perceptions of young women regarding an ‘ideal husband’ also varied. An ‘ideal husband’ should be that he is an employed man [urané engkaé jama-jamanna], a man who has a house [urané engkaé bolana] and/or a man with good manners [urané makessingngé sipa’na]. It was interesting to note, however, that none of them expected to have an ‘obedient husband.’ This is not only because an ‘obedient’ wife is idealised, but also because a powerful wife, or, in their own words, a ‘wife who has too much power,’ tends to be socially criticised. A husband who participates in domestic affairs, for example, cooking and washing, is considered to be a ‘less powerful husband’ who is controlled by his wife. In contrast, a wife who spends more time outside the home is regarded as a ‘bad wife.’ From this point of view, it is assumed that while for the Bugis there has been no rigid division of domestic and public roles between the husband and the wife, the influence of the development ideology of the New Order intensified the tendency for sexual stratification and specific gender roles in domestic life.[77]

46. Despite the fact that the four standards—religion, kinship, status, and personal qualities— for selecting a marriage partner are distinct, each is related to another. For example, kinship is also related to status; when personal qualities are examined, religion is also included.

Timing of marriage, early marriage and social stigma

47. In addition to the above attributes—religion, kinship, status, personal qualities—age of marriage is another important factor to be considered by both sexes. For the Bugis, the desire for marriage is in accordance with the sunnah—which refers to acts that are optional, but meritorious if performed—of the Prophet Muhammad, in which it is suggested that men and women should get married because marriage may preserve gaze (explained below) and honour. Thus, if a man is capable and intends to get married, and he is afraid that he cannot manage his passion, marriage becomes obligatory for him.[78] This is in accord with the metaphorical definition of akad nikah: akad [contract] and nikah [sexual relationship]. Thus akad nikah is a contract of sexual relationship between a man and a woman which transforms from haram [forbidden] prior to marriage, to halal [permitted] after marriage.[79]

48. Corresponding to the prohibition on premarital sex, unmarried men and women are considered ‘dangerous’ in regard to sexuality.[80] It is believed that sex may start from one’s eyes, since being unable to control one’s gaze may lead to a more ‘dangerous’ act (touching, kissing). Such sexual conduct may, then, contravene one’s honour [Bug.: sir] because such behaviour is regarded as shameful.
49. Those who are incapable (usually referring to men) of self-restraint are advised to fast in order to lessen their lust. In this regard, marriage or fasting is considered to be the way to manage sexual tension. In this connection, Al-Gazali, a great Islamic scholar, argues that sexual desire cannot be negated; it can only be controlled through marriage. Furthermore, there is a testament in Bugis Jontara' which indicates that the utterance of the Prophet Muhammad states four actions which have to be done immediately. These four actions are burying a corpse, marrying off daughters, feeding guests, and paying debts. The one relating to marriage is as follows:

If you have a daughter, a young woman, and she can be married off, and there is a prospective husband, marry her off immediately. 

Nakko engka ana'mu wélángpélang, bettuanna tau lolo, naweddinna malakkai, naengkana maka mupasialangngi, pallakkaniisisa. [82]

This wasiat carries the overtone that parents are expected to marry their daughters [ana’ dara wélángpélang] off immediately after menarche. In spite of the fact that this Jontara has never been read directly by the majority of the Bugis in contemporary society, the wasiat circulates as an oral tradition, and is evoked in discussions of marriage of young women, especially among traditional Bugis in rural areas.

50. The emphasis of the wasiat on girls is relevant to the belief that raising a girl is ten times more difficult than rearing a boy. There is a saying frequently uttered by young men and women that 'looking for a lost spoon is more important than looking for a lost young boy.' This is not to argue that a boy is not as valuable as a girl, but the 'protection' of boys is loose compared to girls, and such 'protection' is closely associated with family honour.

51. I was told by Pak Bakri—my host—that early marriage occurs between families or the children of colleagues. But such marriages are usually very unstable because the bride and the groom are still so young. During my fieldwork, in Kulo, there was a case of an arranged marriage between fourteen year old, Tati, and a twenty year old young man, Amal. Neither of them knew the other until they married. Their livelihood was supported by the family of both sides. In spite of the initial instability of this marriage, they stayed married because of the effort of both families to maintain the marriage. In addition to this case, I often heard people gossiping in local mini-buses [pété-pétë] when I was travelling around. Junior high school girls discussed a schoolmate who was going to get married in a marriage arranged by her parents.[84]

52. There is a folk story related to early marriage and the well-known veteran of Sidrap, Captain Usman Balo, the leader of the People’s Security Army (TKR). The captain was described as a powerful man who was not only a heroic figure for the people of Sidrap, but also a person who could cause trauma to the villagers because of his womanising, especially towards young beautiful women. As a result, young women in his area were reluctant to go out or were even kept in the house by their parents in order to avoid Usman Balo's request to marry their daughters.[85] Even though early marriage was common in the past, parents were reluctant to marry their daughters with a much older man not just because people would comment that 'he is supposed to be her father,' but also because he was bound to be polygynous.

53. In contemporary Bugis society, there is a wide range of views as to whether a young woman should be married off soon after menarche, or later. For example, elders suggest that young women should marry as soon as they begin menstruating in order to preserve the reputation of the family. In the past, the younger the girl, the better the match she could make, the higher the status of the groom, and the more prestige for the family. Therefore, in the past it was not surprising to find a girl who had not even experienced first menstruation when she married. However, no such cases of pre-pubescent marriage occurred during the period of my fieldwork.

54. Even though the Marriage Law of 1974 establishes that the minimum age of marriage is sixteen for a female and nineteen for a male, members of the younger generation suggested in a focus group that a female and a male should wait until they are mentally and physically ready to get married, indicated as age twenty for a female and twenty-five for the male. By this age, my interlocutors observed, the wife is considered able and a male should wait until they are mentally and physically ready to get married, indicated as age twenty. Those who are incapable of self-restraint are advised to fast in order to lessen their lust. In this regard, marriage or fasting is considered to be the way to manage sexual tension. In this connection, Al-Gazali, a great Islamic scholar, argues that sexual desire cannot be negated; it can only be controlled through marriage. Furthermore, there is a testament in Bugis Jontara' which indicates that the utterance of the Prophet Muhammad states four actions which have to be done immediately. These four actions are burying a corpse, marrying off daughters, feeding guests, and paying debts. The one relating to marriage is as follows:

If you have a daughter, a young woman, and she can be married off, and there is a prospective husband, marry her off immediately.

Nakko engka ana’mu wélángpélang, bettuanna tau lolo, 

naweddinna malakkai, naengkana maka mupasialangngi, 

pallakkaniisisa. [82]

This wasiat carries the overtone that parents are expected to marry their daughters [ana’ dara wélángpélang] off immediately after menarche. In spite of the fact that this Jontara has never been read directly by the majority of the Bugis in contemporary society, the wasiat circulates as an oral tradition, and is evoked in discussions of marriage of young women, especially among traditional Bugis in rural areas.

55. In Kulo, I recorded a number of reasons why parents attempt to marry off their daughters at a young age. First, parents wanted to preserve their reputations and to protect the family from shame. It is considered shameful if parents do not find a match for a fully-grown daughter whose parents should pay the cost of 'skipping over' [Bug.: ilallo or ilellung] to the older daughter, usually paid from the part of the bridewealth, that is, 'spending
money' du'i mânré, given by the groom of the younger daughter. The du'i mânré is spread out on a table or on the floor. The eyes of the elder unmarried daughter are covered by a handkerchief and she is asked to use both hands to pick up as much as money she can. Alternatively, she may be given a piece or a set of jewellery by her parents in order to console her for the marriage of her younger sister. The amount of money or the kinds of gift given to the 'skipped over' [ilellungngi ria' nranrina], or use a commodified metaphor: 'The elder hasn't been sold, so she is 'skipped by' the younger one' [Dë'pa natarale daënna jaji ilellungngi ria' nranrina] which means that the elder has not been married (or is less saleable), but someone has proposed to her younger sister. However, it is more shameful if an older daughter is ilellung by her younger brother because of the notion that the younger son is more 'saleable' than the elder daughter. There is a joke usually expressed by unmarried daughters in regard to this compensation: 'I am waiting until all my younger sisters and brothers get married, so I can accumulate more money and/or jewellery before I myself get married.'

56. People usually comment: 'It is a pity she has been 'skipped over' by her younger sister' [Bug.: ilellungngi kasi' ria' nranrina], or use a commodified metaphor: 'The elder hasn't been sold, so she is 'skipped by' the younger one' [Dë'pa natarale daënna jaji ilellungngi ria' nranrina] which means that the elder has not been married (or is less saleable), but someone has proposed to her younger sister. However, it is more shameful if an older daughter is ilellung by her younger brother because of the notion that the younger son is more 'saleable' than the elder daughter. There is a joke usually expressed by unmarried daughters in regard to this compensation: 'I am waiting until all my younger sisters and brothers get married, so I can accumulate more money and/or jewellery before I myself get married.'

57. The fear of the early death of parents is another reason to marry off children quickly as parents are afraid of not witnessing their children's marriages. This applies to both daughters and sons. Another extreme reason is that parents want to get rid of the responsibility of taking care of an unmarried young woman [ana' dara]. This sentiment illustrates how an ana' dara can become a 'burden' for the family in the perception of the community. In Bugis, marrying an ana' dara entails transferring the major responsibility to her husband. Parents who have pubescent unmarried daughters experience a state of anxiety, especially after she has experienced several years of menarche.

58. In spite of the fact that the minimum legal age of marriage in Indonesia was established in the 1974 Marriage Law, a dispensation can be requested through the Religious Court if the female's age is less than that stipulated in the law. I suspected at first that this dispensation might be used to perpetuate marriage below the minimum legal age. I was informed by the judges that I interviewed that before the young woman is given a dispensation to marry, she has to be examined. This examination is on an ad hoc basis to assess her physical and psychological condition. For example, if the young woman is well developed physically, it is assumed that she is ready to marry. Her psychological condition is assessed based on her behaviour—whether she behaves in a childish or mature manner—and is also based on the evidence of her parents. Another factor considered is whether the young woman has already had a boyfriend. In fact, there were not many cases of dispensation of marriage [Ind.: dispensasi kawin] of the minor provided by the Religious Court in Sidrap. This is not to say, however, that underage females are not married, as people may lie during the first step of the procedure when age is established at the village office [kelurahan]. For instance, if the female is fourteen, she can easily be registered with an age of sixteen if officials 'turn a blind eye' based on the principle that one should not be hampered if the jodoh [pre-destined marriage partner] is before one's eyes. This circumstance has always been the concern of judges at the Sidrap Religious Court.

59. Marriage of minors, however, is not only a common phenomenon in Bugis culture, but also in other parts of Indonesia. Underage marriage is more associated with arranged rather than free-choice marriage. Despite the fact that arranged marriages as well as free-choice marriages involve the couple and parents from both sides, the couple is usually blamed for their 'incorrect' choice of spouse in free-choice marriage, especially those who get married to outsiders [Bug.: to laing].

60. In contemporary Bugis society, even though some parents in Kulo still consider the ideal age at first marriage for a young female to be between fifteen and seventeen years, extended possibilities for education and the opportunity to work in the paid workforce have nevertheless raised the age of marriage. Bugis people in Kulo say that the current average age at first marriage is twenty for a female and twenty-five for a male. Given that there is no high school in Kulo, females and males have to go to the subdistrict centre which is about fifteen kilometres away to attend school, and this distance gives them the 'freedom' to socialise with others away from their place of origin.

61. There are various terms related to age of marriage. Given that twenty years of age at first marriage is currently the norm, a female who passes the age of twenty-five and is still unmarried will be labelled as mangngaribini [Bug.: time for sunset prayer]. Her parents will start to ask her whether or not someone has already approached her, and the woman herself is often in a state of anxiety. When a woman turns thirty, she will be called isyani [time for evening prayer], a time when a woman is considered to be makellë'n, the term used to describe an 'overly ripe and wrinkled fruit'. Isyani is considered a risky time and such a woman will often feel grief and become pessimistic, afraid of being an unsaleable woman [makunrai
62. If a woman gets married after thirty-five, she is commonly proposed to either by a widower or a married man. This illustrates that the term subuni refers both to a woman's age and the decreased possibility that she will find a marriage partner. In urban areas, however, the age of marriage is higher compared with rural areas. In Makassar, people state that the average age at first marriage is twenty-five for females and thirty for males. Even though similar Islamic terms are applied, the age at which each term evoked is quite different. Thus, thirty, thirty-five and forty are associated with the terms manggaribi [sunset prayer], isya [evening prayer] and subu [early morning prayer].[95] While these terms are not used to label men, a man who reaches the age of thirty-five in a rural area and forty in an urban area and is still not married is suspected of being sexually dysfunctional, dé'na tettong lasona, a Bugis local parlance for 'his penis does not turn on', and he may be deemed calabai' [cross-gender]. Nevertheless, it is the norm for a man to search for a prospective wife who is younger than him. This is not just linked to the belief that women age more quickly than men, but also to the structural hierarchy between husband and wife, as between older brother and little sister. There is a Bugis aphorism related to the criticism of men who marry older women: 'driving an old car' [mattonang oto toa], the woman being the old car [oto toa], 'driven' by her husband. The option of marrying an older woman is strongly prohibited, and such marriage, in many cases, is rejected by the family of the groom. This phrase refers not just to spousal age difference, but is also a crude reference to the sexual act.

Conclusion

63. When discussing marriage in Bugis society, it is important to realise that this union must be viewed in relation to kinship, as marriage is perceived as forming two families into one, reflected in the term siala [Bug.: to take each other] as well as nikah [Ar.: to gather together].

64. While certain standards—religion, kinship, status, and personal qualities—are applied for ideal husbands and wives, it is recognised that economic capability is emphasised for men and domestic capabilities are stressed for women, not to mention religion as the primary standard. This reinforces the position of the head of the family (as breadwinner) and the wife as the housekeeper, established in the 1974 Marriage Law under the New Order ideology, which promulgated the ideal state of manhood and womanhood.

65. Men and women are expected to get married, otherwise certain stigmatising labels will be attached to them. While the labels for women are connected with their commodified value, the labels for men are related to their sexual potency. But the negative labels associated with age—manggaribi [Bug.: sunset prayer], isyani [evening prayer], and subu [early morning prayer]—are only attached to unmarried women, reflecting the view that women are more stigmatised than men.

66. This paper has examined all these interrelated aspects of marriage—perception of marriage, attributes of the ideal marriage partner, and timing of marriage—that demonstrate the integration of adat and Islam and show that Bugis everyday life cannot be separated from Islam.

Endnotes

[1] In the text, terms in languages other than English are rendered in Italics. Each is followed by an indication of its language and then by an English gloss of its meaning, or vice versa. Most of these words are Bugis (Bug.) or Indonesian (Ind.), but some are Arabic (Ar.). Where many terms from one language, usually Bugis, are used in quick succession, only the first is identified.


[9] Bugis asseajingeng, according to lontara’ [Bug.: palm-leaf manuscripts], includes sianrasa-rasangné nasiamasé-maséi [Bug.: suffering and understanding each other], sipakario-rio [cheering up each other], tessicirinnaångné ristinajååi [loving
each other properly], sipainge‘ ngau patuqué [warning each other for good manners], and siadlampengngeng pulunané [always apologising to each other]. See A. Hasan Machmud, Silasa: Setetes Embun di Tanah Gersang [Silasa: A Drop of Dew in a Dry Land], Ujung Pandang: Yayasan Kebudayaan Sulawesi Selatan (first edition), 1976, p. 44. Lontara’ contain not only local histories, myths and chronicles, but also moral teachings. Despite the fact that lontara’ are not read by the majority of Bugis people, especially young generations, their content—which is passed on by elders—is very significant in the life of the Bugis, as an authority on norms and values.


[11] Fikhi (Ar.) is the codification of principles of conduct drawn by religious scholars from the Qur’an, Hadith (Ar.: Traditions), analogies from those two sources, and interpretations of Legalists. See Howard M. Federpel, Dictionary of Indonesian Islam, Southeast Asia Series, No. 94, Ohio, Athens, 1995, pp. 59-69. Thus, Fikhi/Nikah is the codification of principles of conduct related to marriage.


[14] For example, the Indonesian Population Census indicates a decrease in the total fertility rate (TFR) in South Sulawesi from 5.7 in 1970, to 4.9 in 1980, to 3.5 in 1990 to 2.5 in 2000 (BPS-Jakarta 2002). This gradual change has gone hand-in-hand with the willingness of people to accept family planning, and Kulo is no exception. In fact, for the year 2000, out of 1,877 individuals in the fertile age group, 1,242 were active acceptors of family planning. Among all contraception methods, the pill was the most favoured method (689) as compared to implants (193), injections (178), the IUD (170) and female sterilisation (12). See Sidney Rappaport in Figures, Pangkajene: Pemerintah Kabupaten Sidrap, 2001. Family planning is typically introduced or suggested during the third visit of a local midwife after the delivery of a child and before the end of the parturition period. In theory, mothers are offered a choice between a number of contraception methods. In practice, however, the pill has frequently been suggested to mothers, presumably because it is cheap, easy to get, readily available in community health centres [Ind.: Puskesmas] or from local midwives [bidan], and does not have to be implanted in the woman’s body.


[21] KHI is specific to Indonesia, but its principles follow the universal conception of Islamic law. It is based on the social condition of the necessity of law for Indonesian Muslims and on fiqh [study of Islamic law], interviews with Islamic scholars, the jurisdiction of the Religious Court, comparative study of law with other Islamic countries, and discussion on materials of law for the Religious Court. Since there are various views about what is regarded to be Islamic Law and how to carry it out, KHI is considered as the mediator. Thus, KHI is a compilation of various perspectives and is used as a guide or precedent for judges in the implementation of Islamic law in the Religious Court. This reference: KHI, Chapter II, p. 3.

[22] The literal meaning of nikah is ‘to gather’ or ‘to come together.’ Metaphorically, nikah carries the sense of ‘sexual relationship’ or ‘copulation.’ Related terms, such as ar-rafat [Ar.: flirt], taqrubahuna [approach], hartsun [plant], lamastumun nisa [touch the woman/wife], taghasyaha [mix into], zawawa or zuraw [partner] can be found in the Qur’an. See Sudirman, Konstruksi Seksualitas Islam dalam Wacana Sosial, p. 68.


[28] In his study of neighbouring Makassarese in Bontoramba, Chabot demonstrates three standards of selection (kinship, status and personal qualities). Presumably the reason Chabot omits religion as a criterion for marriage is that everyone in Bontoramba was Muslim. See Hendrik T. Chabot, Kinship, Status and Gender in South Celebes, Leiden: KITLV, 1996, p. 179.

[29] See also Abdurrahman for his criticism of Chapter VI (40 and 44) of the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI) concerning


[31] Qur'an, Al-Maidah: 5.


[35] Despite the lack of statistics on religion at the Subdistrict Office at Kulo, it is assumed that 99 percent of the population is Muslim. Interview with one of the officials, Subdistrict Office, Kulo, Sidrap, 21 November 2000.


[38] Mattaluda, *Latoa: Latau Lukisan Analisis terhadap Antropologi Politik Orang Bugis*, p. 44.


[44] In November 1999, *Fajar*—a local newspaper—reported the court hearings of an honour killing that occurred because of an incestuous relationship. See *Fajar* 1, 10 and 11 November 1999.


[48] Bulbeck shows that for Makassar, where the nobility of a rising polity, Gowa in his case, are ‘wife takers’, the nobility of a polity coming under Gowa’s dominion are ‘wife givers’. Marriage cements the precedence of Gowa. See F. David Bulbeck, *The Politics of Marriage and the Marriage of Polities in Gowa, South Sulawesi*, n.d. The Chronicle of Bone to strengthen both their authority and territory. See Campbell C. Macknight and Mukhls Paeni (trans), *The Chronicle of Bone*, n.d. The importance of this is to show that status [onoro] is distinct from kinship [asseajingeng].


This is precisely the same as the marriage strategy described in Pelras’ discussion of patron-client relations for the Bugis and Makassarese, and the exogamous hypergamous marriages among arung [Bug.: king] in the *Chronicle of Bone* to strengthen both their authority and territory. See Campbell C. Macknight and Mukhls Paeni (trans), *The Chronicle of Bone*, n.d. The importance of this is to show that status [onoro] is distinct from kinship [asseajingeng].


[54] For a detailed discussion on kinship in Bugis social organisation, see Millar, *Bugis Weddings: Rituals of Social Location in Modern Indonesia*, Chapter 2.


[61] Taken literally, dulı'menré' means 'money taken up', but the phrase is used to describe 'spending money' for the wedding. Bridewealth in Bugis consists of two elements, namely sompa [Bug.: rankprice] and dulı'menré' ['spending money']. Sompa is measured according to the ascriptive rank of the bride, that is the sum of money called in former currency, refula, while dulı'menré' is determined based on the ascending status of the bride. See Millar, Bugis Weddings: Rituals of Social Location in Modern Indonesia and Pelras, The Bugis. At present, the sompa is only symbolic, being announced during the wedding ceremony, while spending money may be brought on the day of bringing the spending money [mappaené' balance] or on the day of the wedding, particularly for wealthy people. These days, when people talk about bridewealth, it usually refers to 'spending money.'
[63] Lontara' Fikhi/Nikah, p. 4.
[71] Machmud describes a similar, but slightly different saying: iapa nakkullé taué mabbaíné narékkó naulléni magguilingiwi dapuernngné wékká putu [someone is able to marry only if he is able to surround the kitchen seven times]. A. Hasan Machmud, Silasa: Kumpulan Petuah Bugis-Makassar [Silasa: A Collection of Bugis-Makassar Advice], Jakarta: Bhakti Centra Baru (second edition), 1994, pp. 31-32.
[72] A similar phrase is found in Indonesian: 'able to keep the hearth burning' [Ind.: mampu mengepulkan asap dapur], which carries the sense that the prospective husband has the capacity to feed members of the family every day.
[73] The term moloi is cognate with the term atut for Javanese, described by H. Geertz, The Javanese Family: A Study of Kinship and Socialization, p. 73. McDonald and Abdurahman report of the Sundanese that beauty and morality are the most important factors for a prospective wife. See Peter McDonald and Edeng Abdurahman, Perkawinan dan Perceraian di Jawa Barat [Marriage and Divorce in West Java], Jakarta: Lembaga Demografi, Fakultas Ekonomi, Universitas Indonesia, 1974, p. 4.
[74] This is presumably because there are standard reasons for divorce for the Religious Court in Indonesia. See, for example, Gavin W. Jones, Yahya Asari and Tuti Djurtika, 'Divorce in West Java,' in Journal of Comparative Family Studies, vol. XXV, no. 3, Autumn, 1994, pp. 395-416; and Hisako Nakamura, 'A Study of Dissolution of Marriage among Javanese Muslims,' M.A. Thesis, Canberra: The Australian National University, 1981. Thus, failure to fulfill the emotional needs of the husband can be classified under the standard reasons.
[75] Following the tension between the state and Islam (and local traditions) in the early days of the New Order as to whether or not the state should intervene in family matters, a secular Marriage Law was introduced on 2 January 1974. See Kathryn Robinson, 'Indonesia Women: From Order Baru to Reformasi,' in Women in Asia: Tradition, Modernity and Globalisation, ed. Louis Edwards and Mina Roces, Women in Asia Publication Series, Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 2000, pp. 139-169, p. 164. The implementation of the Marriage Law was regulated under the State Regulation (Peraturan Pemerintah) No.9/1975.
[76] Akad nikah is a marriage ceremony performed by the groom in the presence of the imam nikah [the person who officiates at an Islamic ceremony].
In Islam, there are five obligatory prayers: 

1. **Fajr** [Ar.: morning prayer], which marks the beginning of the day and the start of the first day of the lunar month.
2. **Subh** [Ar.: afternoon prayer], which is performed after the noon prayer.
3. **Dhuhr** [Ar.: noon prayer], which is performed at midday.
4. **Asr** [Ar.: afternoon prayer], which is performed after the midday prayer.
5. **Maghrib** [Ar.: sunset prayer], which is performed at sunset.

In addition to these five prayers, there are two optional prayers: **Isha** [Ar.: night prayer], which is performed after sunset, and **Tahajjud** [Ar.: extra prayer], which is performed at night.

In Surat al-Baqara (2:295), the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) said, "Whoever prays two Rak'ahs of night prayer in congregation, it is like that he has prayed in all houses of the earth." This verse emphasizes the importance of attending congregational prayers, known as **Jama'ah**, in places of worship such as mosques.

**Tahajjud** is also a form of voluntary prayer that can be performed at any time of the night. It is often practiced by Muslims who wish to engage in extra spiritual reflection and supplication.

In the Qur'an, there are verses that encourage Muslims to perform extra prayers not mentioned in the Hadith. For example, Surat al-Baqara (2:238) states, "Whoever performs his prayer in congregation, it is as though he has performed two [prayers]." This verse highlights the importance of congregational prayer and its spiritual benefits.

The Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) also emphasized the importance of performing prayers at the specified times. He said, "The prayer is the most magnificent of the prayers. If any one of you is travelling, he should perform the prayer at the time it is due. If he is unable to do so, let him make it up in his journey. If he is unable to do so, let him stay in his country and perform it." This hadith underscores the importance of performing prayers at the designated times and making up any missed prayers if possible.